Therefore, the kinetic analysis of an enzyme-coupled reaction process is expected to measure enzyme activities with an expanded linear range, but the complexity of enzyme-coupled reaction kinetics results in the inaccessibility to its integrated velocity equation with the reaction time as the predictor variable. Alternatively, a kinetic analysis of an enzyme-coupled reaction process can be realized by a nonlinear least-squares-fitting of calculated reaction curves, via iterative numerical integration of 2010
Introduction
Measurements of enzyme activities are routinely practiced in clinical laboratories. For automated analyses, enzyme-coupled assays employing lactate dehydrogenase (LD, EC 1.1.1.27) and reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) are widely used. By such LD-coupled assays, it is assumed that the enzyme of interest follows the initial velocity reaction, and LD follows the apparent single-substrate kinetics. [1] [2] [3] Namely, NADH consumption should be below 25%. Inevitably, such LD-coupled assays of enzymes tolerate unsatisfactory linear ranges because: (a) the NADH concentrations are restricted by absorbance at 340 nm, measurable with autoanalyzers; (b) the LD activities are limited for reasonable cost; (c) the intervals to record absorbance at 340 nm are usually 10 s or longer, so that multiple samples can be operated in parallel on autoanalyzers for enhanced throughput; (d) the reaction duration is usually within 5.0 min for practical efficiency. For example, in the sera of patients suffering from serious acute liver damages, alanine transaminase (ALT, E.C. 2.6.1.2) activities can be 100-fold over the average level in the sera of healthy persons. 4 In clinical laboratories, ALT activities are measured by the conventional initial-velocity method using LD and NADH, but the upper limit is just about 30 U/L in reaction mixtures. 5, 6 Consequently, some sera rich in ALT require laborious dilution and reanalyses.
Kinetic analyses of enzyme reaction processes can estimate the maximal reaction velocities (Vm) with higher upper limits. [7] [8] [9] Conventional methods for kinetic analyses of enzyme reaction processes are applied mainly to one-enzyme reaction systems, and use integrated velocity equations with predictor variables other than the reaction time for fitting to the experimental reaction curves; however, they usually give unreliable results. 7, 8 Recently, an improved integrated method was developed for kinetic analyses of one-enzyme reaction processes by a nonlinear fitting of the integrated velocity equations, that used the predictor variable of the reaction time, to reaction curves under analyses; it robustly estimated Vm and other parameters. [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] This improved integrated method was still effective under complex product inhibition. 12 The use of the reaction time as the predictor variable in the integrated velocity equations for fittings to reaction curves could account for the superiority of this improved integrated method.
Kinetic analyses of lactate-dehydrogenase (LD)-coupled alanine transaminase (ALT) reaction processes were investigated for measuring ALT by an integration strategy. For measuring ALT by a kinetic analysis of an LD-coupled ALT reaction curve, candidate reaction curves were calculated via iterative numerical integration of the differential velocity equations to execute a weighted nonlinear-least-square-fitting. To realize the integration strategy, the conventional initial-velocity method was used if the ALT activities were below 25 U/L; otherwise, kinetic analyses of the reaction curves were employed. Of the reaction curves recorded at 10-s intervals, kinetic analyses gave ALT activities resistant to deviations in the LD kinetic parameters. The integration strategy yielded a higher value of the lower limit, but an upper limit of over 100 U/L by simulations and over 75 U/L with purified ALT. Also, its intra-run relative standard deviations were below 9% for 0.50 U/L ALT and below 5% for final 1 to 65 U/L ALT. The integration strategy gave consistent ALT activities in clinical sera. Hence, this new approach for kinetic analyses of ALT reaction processes and the integration strategy were effective to measure ALT. the corresponding differential velocity equations with a short reaction period as the integration step, to the reaction curve under analysis; but this approach has not been reported yet, and it inevitably consumes large computation resources. To simultaneously achieve practical efficiency and wider linear ranges at substrate concentrations below the Michaelis constants in one-enzyme reaction systems, the improved integrated method can be integrated with the conventional initial velocity method. 13, 14 By such an integration strategy, the computation burden for kinetic analyses of LD-coupled enzyme reaction processes may be greatly alleviated and the advancement of information technology has already provided powerful personal computers. The ALT assay plays important roles in laboratory medicine. [4] [5] [6] In the present study, therefore, we investigated kinetic analyses of the LD-coupled ALT reaction processes based on iterative numerical integration and nonlinear least-square-fitting, and then an integration strategy for the ALT assay.
Experimental

Reagents and chemicals
NADH, LD from rabbit muscle (suspension in ammonium sulfate, L2500), and ALT from porcine heart (lyophilized powder, G8255) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Other reagents were analytical-grade domestic products. Clinical sera were collected in a nearby hospital under approval of the Ethics Commission, and were stored at 4 C before analyses within 24 h.
Monitor of reaction curves and estimation of conventional initial velocities
LD was thoroughly dialyzed at 4 C against 100 mmol/L Tris-HCl buffer at pH 7.3, and its activity was determined at 25.0 ± 0.5 C just before use with 0.20 mmol/L NADH and 2.0 mmol/L pyruvate in the aforementioned Tris-HCl buffer. Following IFCC recommendation, except for the reaction temperature at 25.0 ± 0.5 C, 6 the ALT reaction mixture in 1.20 mL contained final concentrations of 100 mmol/L Tris-HCl buffer at pH 7.3, 500 mmol/L alanine, 15 mmol/L oxoglutarate, 0.18 mmol/L NADH, 1200 U/L LD and a 30-μL serum sample (or an indicated amount of the purified ALT). With sera, a pre-reaction without oxoglutarate for 5 min was used, and the ALT reaction was initiated by the addition of an oxoglutarate solution preincubated at 25.0 ± 0.5 C. Twenty seconds after initiation of the ALT reaction, the absorbance at 340 nm < 1.300 was recorded within 5 min on a spectrophotometer linked to a computer, 14 at 5-s intervals, unless otherwise stated. NADH absorptivity (ε) was 6.31 L mol -1 cm -1 . The conventional initial velocity was the average of the reaction velocities from 180 to 300 s during the reaction. One unit of ALT or LD consumed 1 μmol NADH per min.
Simulation and kinetic analysis of an LD-coupled reaction curve
Using the preset parameters, numerical integration of Eq. (8) (see Kinetic analyses of LD-coupled ALT reaction curves) with a short reaction period as the integration step gave a calculated reaction curve. The insertion of a random absorbance error of 0.001 to a calculated reaction curve produced a simulated reaction curve that was monitored at indicated intervals. 10, 11, 13 Outliers were added manually. The step for numerical integration was preset at 0.1 s, which was optimized after simulation analyses. 17 Using each set of preset parameters, 20 simulated reaction curves were generated for analyses.
For kinetic analysis of an LD-coupled ALT reaction curve, the initial velocity of ALT (V1k), the initial pyruvate concentration at the beginning point of the analysis (Cp,1) and the background absorbance (Abs) were the principal parameters for a step-by-step adjustment whereby the kinetic parameters of LD were fixed after a rough optimization. The steps for adjusting Abs, V1k and Cp,1 were fixed at 0.001, 0.1 U/L and 0.1 μmol/L, respectively. After each residual for fitting a calculated reaction curve to the reaction curve under analysis was weighted by the square of the instantaneous reaction velocity from numerical differentiation, the sum of residual squares was obtained routinely, and the desired V1k gave the least sum of the residual squares. A reliable estimation of a V1k required a deviation within 2%, from the preset value during the simulation, or from that calibrated by the conventional initial-velocity method during experimentation. To ensure a steady-state initial-velocity reaction during experimentation, only reaction data 1 min after reaction initiation were analyzed.
An integration strategy, programming and statistic analysis
To apply solely the conventional initial-velocity method, any serum was diluted for reanalysis if the conventional initial velocity of ALT (V1c) was over 30 U/L. To apply an integration strategy, the conventional initial-velocity method was used when V1c was under 25 U/L; otherwise, a kinetic analysis of the LD-coupled ALT reaction process was used to estimate V1k. 13, 14 The absorbance for each reaction curve under analysis was stored in a text file to be read into the computer memory for analyses by an excutable program written in Visual Basic 6.0, as before. 13, 14 Simulation and kinetic analyses were run on a compatible computer (2 GB memory, AMD Athlon 64 X2 dual core processor 5000 + ). Clinical sera were analyzed in duplicate. The detection limit of ALT activity was three-times the standard error of the estimate. The upper limit and the lower limit were those exhibiting deviations from a linear plot within twice the standard error of estimate, respectively, if the lower limit was over the detection limit; otherwise, the lower limit was the detection limit. Results were mean ± standard deviation (SD) and compared by the Student's t-test with the statistical significance set at P < 0.05. The agreement between methods was examined by a linear correlation and a Bland-Altman plot.
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Results
Kinetic analyses of LD-coupled ALT reaction curves
Assigning the instantaneous absorbance of an LD-coupled ALT reaction mixture to Ai, the instantaneous concentration of NADH to Cn,i, the instantaneous concentration of pyruvate to Cp,i, the initial absorbance at the beginning point for analysis to A1, the initial concentration of NADH at the beginning point for analysis to Cn,1, Micahelis constant (Km) of LD for NADH to Ka, Km of LD for pyruvate to Kb, Km of LD related to the tertiary complex to Kab, the instantaneous reaction velocity for NADH consumption to Vx,i, the initial velocity of ALT to V1k, Eq. (1) applies as long as ALT follows the steady-state initial velocity reaction,
The LD reaction at neutral pH is irreversible, and the LD kinetics follows:
The integration of Eq. (1), after the substitution of Vx,i by Eq. (2), gives:
For a pre-reaction minus oxoglutarate, Cp,1 is zero when the ALT reaction is initiated, but it is over zero when there is a lag time before monitoring LD-coupled ALT reaction curves. Therefore, Eq. (4) is derived from Eq. (2), and hence Eq. (5) applies:
Because of the complex relationship between the concentrations of pyruvate and NADH, the integrated velocity equation with the reaction time as the predictor variable cannot be directly derived from Eq. (5), and iterative numerical integration is adopted for kinetic analyses of the LD-coupled ALT reaction processes, as described below.
By using a short reaction period (Δt) as the integration step, Vx,i is approximated as a constant within Δt; after Δt, 17 the concentration of pyruvate and absorbance of NADH are calculated according to Eqs. (3) and (5), respectively. Assigning the concentration of pyruvate and the absorbance of NADH after a reaction period of Δt to Cp,i+1 and Ai+1, respectively, Eqs. (6) -(8) are used for iterative numerical integration:
An iterative numerical integration process with a set of preset V1k, Cp,1, Abs, and kinetic parameters of LD gives the absorbance changes calculated via Eq. (8) as a reaction curve. To such a calculated reaction curve, the insertion of random absorbance errors gives a simulation reaction curve. In theory, the iterative numerical integration process requires a Δt to be as short as possible. 17 Fitting of an LD-coupled ALT reaction curve calculated via Eq. (8) , without the insertion of random absorbance errors, to a reaction curve under analysis gives a sum of residual squares. To mitigate the effects of random errors, residual squares are weighted by squares of Vx,i. After the step-by-step adjustment of V1k, Cp,1 and Abs, V1k for the least sum of the residual squares is the estimate from the reaction curve under analysis.
An alternative to estimate V1k is a nonlinear fitting of Vx,i calculated via Eq. (2) to instantaneous velocities obtained by numerical differentiation of an LD-coupled ALT reaction curve. 20, 21 This alternative always gave determination coefficients below 2% of that by the approach described just above; it requires intervals so short to record reaction curves that multiple sera are difficult to be operated in parallel on autoanalyzers. 17 Therefore, this alternative to estimate V1k is unfavorable.
Because of potential covariance among the principal parameters for fitting to an LD-coupled ALT reaction curve, V1k, Cp,1 and Abs are adjusted step-by-step to search for their combination that gives the best fitting. This approach, however, inevitably consumes a long computation time, and the ranges of these principal parameters for the step-by-step adjustment should be optimized. Generally, Abs can be down-regulated from its upper bound equal to the lowest absorbance in any reaction curve under analysis. However, there is still a computation burden at lower ALT activities because the upper bounds of Abs as defined above are quite high. To minimize the computation burden, the integration strategy is used. Namely, the conventional initial-velocity method is used to estimate V1c when the ALT initial velocity is below a preset cutoff; otherwise, kinetic analysis of the LD-coupled reaction process is used to estimate V1k. 13, 14 Kinetic analysis of an LD-coupled ALT reaction curve is optimized as follows:
(1) V1c is routinely estimated from the reaction curve under analysis; V1c is taken as V1k if V1c is below the preset cutoff, as determined by simulation analyses; otherwise, the kinetic analysis of the LD-coupled ALT reaction curve is used to estimate V1k.
(2) The maximum of Cp,1 is calculated with the lag time and the aforementioned V1c because the pre-steady ALT reaction velocity is lower than V1c. The amount of NADH consumed is derived from the absorbance changes. The upper bound of Cp,1 is the maximum of Cp,1 minus the equivalent of NADH consumed, and the lower bound of Cp,1 is zero. The step is fixed at 0.1 μmol/L to adjust Cp,1.
(3) The upper bound of Abs is the lowest absorbance under analysis, while the lower bound of Abs is preset as follows: (a) The lower bound is the lowest absorbance minus 0.050 if the lowest absorbance is over 0.050 and the average of instantaneous reaction velocities within the last ten data under analyses is smaller than one-tenth of the aforementioned V1c; (b) The lower bound is the lowest absorbance minus 0.200 if the lowest absorbance is over 0.200 and the average of instantaneous reaction velocities within the last ten data under analyses is not smaller than one-tenth of the aforementioned V1c; (c) The lower bound is just zero if the lowest absorbance was below 0.200 and the average of reaction velocities within the last ten data under analyses is not smaller than one-tenth of the V1c. The step is fixed at 0.001 to adjust Abs.
(4) All kinetic parameters of LD except for Vm are those reported for rabbit muscle LD, 19 and Vm of LD is roughly optimized because the kinetic parameters of LD show small effects on V1k when Vm of LD is ten-fold over V1k (see simulation results below).
(5) V1k is adjusted at the step of 0.1 U/L from the aforementioned V1c as the lower bound up to twice V1c, unless otherwise stated. After simulation analyses, the upper bound of V1k is refined whereas the lower bound of V1k is still the aforementioned V1c. To enhance the computation efficiency at low ALT activities, V1k is estimated by the conventional initialvelocity method if V1c is below the cutoff that is determined by simulation analyses, which is the basis for the integration strategy.
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The kinetic analysis of an LD-coupled reaction curve to estimate V1k requires a number of data with absorbance changes over 0.003 for each pair of adjacent points under analyses; [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] this is realized by using shorter intervals to monitor reaction curves, as discussed in detail below.
Simulation effects of kinetic parameters of LD
With V1k preset below 60 U/L, the pyruvate concentrations became steady 15 s after reaction initiation (Fig. 1) . NADH was exhausted within 5.0 min if V1k was preset over 40 U/L. Using the datum at 20, 30, 50 or 100 s after reaction initiation as the beginning point for analysis, V1k over 60 U/L was estimated reliably if there were more than nine data showing absorbance changes of over 0.003 for each pair of adjacent points under analyses. Hence, to investigate the effects of Ka, Kb, Kab and Vm of LD on the estimation of V1k, reaction curves were recorded at 5-s intervals and the datum at 30 s after reaction initiation was used as the beginning point for analysis.
The analyses of 20 simulation reaction curves with any V1k preset from 20 to 80 U/L using intervals shorter than 10 s to monitor reaction curves yielded the relative SD (RSD) within 3%, and the analyses of 100 simulated reaction curves still gave RSD close to 3%. When the value of Ka, Kb, Kab or Vm was doubled or reduced by 50% from that preset for simulation, V1k below 110 U/L was obtained with negligible deviations. Even when the values of Ka, Kb, Kab and Vm of LD were concomitantly doubled or reduced by 50% from those preset for simulation, V1k still showed negligible deviations if the preset Vm of LD was ten-fold over V1k that was preset below 110 U/L for simulation. For a reliable V1c by the conventional initial-velocity method, Vm of LD 50-fold over V1c is usually required. [1] [2] [3] Therefore, this approach for kinetic analysis of an LD-coupled ALT reaction curve to measure ALT was feasible to reduce the cost on LD.
Simulation effects of ranges of V1k under adjustment and the integration steps
For analyzing reaction curves with preset V1k from 30 to 110 U/L, the weighted fitting always gave a better fitting and stronger resistance of V1k to the outliers. By using 5-s intervals to monitor the reaction curves for V1k preset from 30 to 110 U/L, V1c showed negative deviations of about 10% from the preset value, but V1k by kinetic analyses of LD-coupled reaction processes showed random differences of within 2% from the preset ones. Because of the limited negative deviations in V1c from the preset V1k for simulation, the upper bounds of V1k were refined to alleviate the computation burden. The computation time was about 20 s when V1k was adjusted from V1c to twice the V1c, but it was usually over 40 s when the lower bounds of V1k were further reduced to zero. When the upper bounds of V1k were just 120% of V1c, V1k was estimated with negligible deviations and the computation time was about 4 s in most cases. Therefore, the upper bound of V1k was fixed at 120% V1c for adjustment when V1c was over 25 U/L.
During numerical integration, a shorter integration step is preferred, but it consumes more computation time. 17 With V1k preset below 110 U/L and reaction curves monitored at 5-s intervals, the use of a 0.5-s integration step gave V1k with differences below 1% from the preset values, but the computation time was just about 2% of that using the integration step of 0.01 s. Therefore, for confidence, the integration step was fixed at 0.2 s for a practical computation time.
Simulation effects of intervals to monitor reaction curves and the integration strategy
The conventional initial-velocity method exhibited an upper limit of about 35 U/L and a lower limit of about 0.5 U/L when reaction curves were recorded at 10-s intervals. From an authentic V1k below 15 U/L, the deviation in V1c was much smaller than that in V1k estimated by kinetic analyses of reaction curves. When the preset V1k was over 70 U/L, there were fewer than nine data with absorbance changes over 0.003 for each pair of adjacent points under analyses if the reaction curves were recorded at 20-s intervals. By kinetic analyses of reaction curves recorded at regular intervals of 1, 5, 10 and 20 s, the upper limits for linear responses were about 150, 130, 100 and 70 U/L, respectively, while the lower limits were much higher than those by the conventional initial-velocity method (Table 1) . When the deviations in higher V1k were corrected, its upper limit reached 120 U/L using 10-s intervals to monitor reaction curves (data not shown). Therefore, 10-s intervals to monitor reaction curves were practical for ALT assays.
At low activities of ALT, there were higher concentrations of residual NADH that caused wider ranges of Abs for adjustment and the resultant longer computation time. For practical computation efficiency and enhanced reliability to measure ALT Fig. 1 Typical LD-coupled experimental reaction curve, the simulated reaction curve and simulated concentration change of pyruvate at the same ALT activity. The difference between the simulated and experimental curve was originated from different Abs. Reaction curves were recorded at 10-s intervals. At least five data within linear ranges were used for regression analyses with a determination coefficient over 0.99. a. Kinetic analysis of each reaction process for ALT at about 2 U/L gave the relative deviation over 30%. Therefore, the lower limit was the detection limit. b. The computation time was about 6.0 s if the background absorbance was 0.100. at lower activities, the integration strategy was used with V1c at 25 U/L as the cutoff. 13, 14 The linear response with the integration strategy ranged from 1.5 to 100 U/L by simulation (Fig. S1 , Supporting Information).
Preliminary application of the integration strategy
By the conventional initial-velocity method with purified ALT, the upper limit of linear response was about 30 U/L, and its lower limit was about 0.5 U/L; the RSDs were about 9% and 5% for final 0.5 U/L and 1.0 U/L ALT, and below 5% for ALT over 10.0 U/L (n = 8), respectively (Table S1 , Supporting Information).
The lag time for steady-state LD-coupled reactions of purified ALT was usually about 30 s. By using the datum at 25, 30, or 50 s after reaction initiation as the beginning point for analysis, the reliable V1k was obtained. To obtain a reliable V1k by experimentation, at least nine data showing absorbance changes over 0.003 for each pair of adjacent points were still required. For ALT close to 60 U/L, the use of LD at 800, 1000, or 1200 U/L gave a reliable V1k by kinetic analyses of reaction curves.
By the integration strategy with purified ALT, the lower limit was higher than that by the conventional initial-velocity method ( Table 1 ). The use of 10-s intervals to monitor the reaction curves gave an upper limit close to 75 U/L (Fig. S2 , Supporting Information), which gave 3000 U/L ALT in clinical sera with 30 μl sample in 1.20 ml reaction mixture for analysis. Hence, by the integration strategy, the dilutions of sera for reanalyses were unnecessary in most cases when reaction curves were monitored at 10-s intervals because clinical sera containing ALT over 3000 U/L were very rare.
By the integration strategy with 10-s intervals to monitor the reaction curves, the intra-run RSDs from eight independent assays were below 3.5% for the purified ALT from 10 to 60 U/L. With the purified ALT stored at 4 C for two days, the inter-run RSDs from four assays were comparable to the RSDs for intra-run assays. In reaction mixtures, bilirubin at 5 μmol/L and hemoglobin at 0.04 g/L had no interference with the integration strategy. Exogenous proteins, such as human serum albumin, caused no interference as long as the absorbance at 340 nm was reliably measured.
Multiple enzymes in clinical sera consume or produce NADH. The use of a pre-reaction minus oxoglutarate simplifies the kinetics of the LD-coupled ALT reaction, and greatly alleviates the computation burden for estimating V1k. Using 10-s intervals to monitor reaction curves, the intra-run RSDs from five independent assays by the integration strategy were about 6% for 0.5 U/L ALT and within 5% for ALT from 10 to 50 U/L. There was a positive linear correlation of V1k to V1c of ALT in clinical sera with a slope consistent with 1.0 (Fig. 2a) ; Bland-Altman plot supported consistency between the integration strategy and the conventional initial-velocity method (Fig. 2b) .
Discussion
For measuring enzyme activities at moderate substrate concentrations, the integration strategy is a new methodology as long as an approach for kinetic analyses of reaction curves to estimate enzyme activities is available, because the conventional initial-velocity method is applicable to common enzyme reactions. To establish the new approach for kinetic analyses of the LD-coupled ALT reaction processes and to optimize a preset cutoff for the integration strategy, 13, 14 simulation analyses were employed. It was found that with large consumption of NADH in the LD-coupled reaction curves, the use of iterative numerical integration with a reaction period as the integration step and nonlinear least-square-fitting for kinetic analyses of LD-coupled ALT reaction processes was also robust for the ALT assay. By the integration strategy using 10-s intervals to record reaction curves, the upper limit was doubled versus that with the conventional initial-velocity method alone; the larger standard error of estimate for the linear regression of higher activities of ALT should account for the higher value of its lower limit, whose definition requires more considerations. Bland-Altman plot supported consistency of the integration strategy with the conventional initial-velocity method when clinical sera were analyzed. 18 The use of 10-s intervals to record reaction curves with the integration strategy enabled automated analyses with multiple samples operated in parallel on autoanalyzers. The integration strategy for ALT assay utilizes completely the same reaction conditions as those by the conventional initial-velocity method, with the exception of a new approach for data processing at higher ALT activities over the preset cutoff. Kinetic analyses of LD-coupled ALT reaction curves to estimate ALT activities require initial-velocity reactions of ALT, which usually requires lagging time about 1 min after reaction initiation. Hence, as long as ALT follows the initial velocity reaction and kinetic parameters of LD at 37 C are used, the integration strategy should be effective at 37 C and the reference intervals of ALT activities in clinical sera were expected to be effective as well. Regardless of the complexity in kinetics of a reaction catalyzed by one or more coupled enzyme(s), a set of differential velocity equations can be derived to describe the reaction process; iterative numerical integration of such a differential velocity equation with a short reaction period as the integration step can produce calculated reaction curves for nonlinear least-square-fitting to the reaction curve under analysis. By this approach of kinetic analysis of an enzyme-coupled reaction process, the activity of an enzyme of interest can be estimated, and hence the integration strategy is feasible. The use of multiple auxiliary enzymes surely consumes more computation time for kinetic analysis of an enzyme-coupled reaction curve, but the advancement of information technology can alleviate the computation burden. Taken together, the kinetic analysis of an enzyme-coupled reaction process via iterative numerical integration and nonlinear least-square-fitting can be a new universal approach, and the integration strategy is effective to enzyme-coupled assays with obvious advantages for enzyme assays.
